Clefts as receptor and enzyme analogues.
Synthetic receptors for small biological targets have become a popular research topic in molecular recognition. This paper discusses the optimal functional group complements and the scaffolds that are ideal for such purposes. Specifically, remote steric barriers are used to control the conformation of (that is, to preorganize) hosts derived from acridine skeletons, triaryl benzenes and related systems. These structures separate entropic effects from enthalpic effects and show that entropy is an important contributor to high affinity. In a comparative study lactams are shown to be superior to imides in their capacity for self-association. Imides are shown to have higher affinity than lactams for adenine derivatives because of the presence of an unconventional hydrogen bond. Finally, preorganization in the context of chemical catalysis is demonstrated in two systems, one involving hemiacetal cleavage and a second involving a self-replicating system.